Let's Make This Perfectly Clear

By Anna Von Reitz
I don't recommend any kind of A4V "Process" for Joe Average. That only extends to people who are
legitimately federal employees and/or dependents because of the bankruptcy---- they aren't actually
getting any 1930's style "A4V" redemption per se. They are getting debts discharged in bankruptcy.
If you are not a Federale and don't want to be listed as bankrupt, stay out of it and get your assets
out of the bankruptcy slush pile by sending your BC to Mnuchin and telling him to move it and set it
aside. No A4V's except for legitimate "FEDERAL PERSONS" and no TDA's.
Once you move back to the land jurisdiction, those FEDERAL PERSONS are re-flagged as vessels
operating in International Trade, not Commerce--- and the remedies of Commerce --- bankruptcy,
etc., do not apply. You are owed remedy for this situation in probate, instead.
The process I recommend for regular Joe Average non-federal employee, non-federal dependent is
simple and straight forward.
1. Get your Trade Name recorded and permanently domiciled on the land via an Acknowledgement,
Acceptance and Deed of Re-Conveyance.
2. Claim all variations, spellings, permutations, punctuation, and orderings of any Names/NAMES that
have ever been used or associated with you via a Certificate of Assumed Name added as an
Extension to your Deed of Re-Conveyance.
3. Cancel all prior Powers of Attorney. Record that as an Extension.
4. Issue a Letter of Appointment making your Trade Name the Power Holder and Attorney in Fact.
Record that as an Extension.
5. Issue a Mandatory Notice under FSIA -- examples have been provided. Record that as an
Extension.
And then, for God's sake, just settle down and stop money grubbing. This is the first, most important
part of living as a free living being again and the best means of protecting yourself and your assets
available. Don't turn right around and muck it up again by getting your cart in front of your horse,
making claims against bankrupt entities (which can get you in big trouble), and/or contracting to act
as a Federale again.
You can't be "in" and "out" at the same time.
You can't be an apple and an orange.
You can't be a sovereign and a citizen.
You can't be acting in a private capacity and a public capacity at the same time.

You can't claim that you are a free man standing on the land, and then turn around and claim that
you are an indentured servant at sea.
You can't claim to be an heir and landlord and at the same time claim to be a destitute pauper in
need of funds from the Public Charitable Trust.
There is a LOGIC to this, people, and you have GOT to understand it and live by it.
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